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RSM 2 PPCLI; NCM ERE Rep for Saskatchewan
and Manitoba
RSM 3 PPCLI
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Maj S.G.J. Lerch
Capt J.C. Croucher
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RM; Secretary
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RAdjt
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LCol W.K. Niven
LCol M.J. Stalker
LCol A.J. Vivian
CWO T.B. D'Andrade

Ex-Officio Members:

Guest:

NOTE I: OPis are denoted in BOLD TYPE.
The meeting was called to order at 1300 hrs by the Chairman, LCol Grimshaw.
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Opening Remarks.

2

a.

The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and noted that LCol Stalker
was in attendance as pmt of his handover as the Chairman of the REC.

b.

COR: Commented that the Regiment was in great hands and commended the
REC for conducting themselves in a business-like manner. He also commented
on the great work done by LCol Grimshaw and the Chairman of the REC and as
CO I PPCLI.

Review of Minutes (ReQ.
a.

Page 2. Calendar dates have been amended;

b.

Page 4 Para 4(a). Accounting of Regimental Prope1ty and appraisals will be
addressed in today's meeting;

c.

Page 5 Para 5(6).

d.
3

(l)

Slide for tracking use of Public Funds expenditure has been included in
the presentation.

(2)

The use of DHH funds for cabinets outside the museum is auth but has
not been actioned.

Page 9. There will a slide on the options for a hardcover version of the Patrician
2014.

Reports.
a.

Regimental Calendar.
The Chair noted the fol dates for the calendar for 2014:

(l)

29 Jun - Sun Media Insert promoting the 100th will be released;

(2)

7 and 15 Jul - I 00 Anniversary film competition due dates (please
adhere to them);

(3)

28 Jun - 20 Jul - 2 PPCLT leave dates;

(4)

11-31 Aug - 3 PPCLT leave dates;

(5)

5 -6 Sep - MBR - Toronto;

(6)

7 Sep - MBR - Port Credit;

(7)

8 Sep - MBR - Brantford;

(8)

9 Sep - MBR - Brampton;

(9)

14 Aug - 1 PPCLI CoC;

(10)

14 Sep- MBR- St. Hillaire;

( 11)

15 Sep - MBR - Montreal;

th
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b.
4

(12)

26 Sep- 3 PPCLI Red Gala Dinner in Morinville w/ 1 PPCLI Drum Line
in sp;

( 13)

26 Sep - 3 PPCLI CoC;

(14)

17-21 Nov-RADDinEdmonton;

(15)

25 Apr 2015 -Building Naming Ceremony- Shilo;

(16)

Dates TBC for Building naming in Wx; and

(17)

11 Sep 2015 - FGB (TBC).

C-in-C Visits. No major changes to her schedule. She will extend her stay in
Belgium/France to attend the interment of 8 soldiers from the 78 th Bn CEF.

Financial Review.
a.

b.

Regimental Fund Review.
(I)

RM reviewed General Fund Balance Sheet assets. There is $503k cash
on-hand, much of which is DHH money for the Museum Improvement
Project ($406k).

(2)

Accounts Receivable - $32k primarily dealing with benevolent fund
loans and various small GST issues, overall no issues. Long term no
major changes, the investments are doing well with a total of $429k with
5.31 % increase and slightly above par with all our investments.

(3)

Capital Assets, no change from last briefing however, the discussion on
appraisals will be covered later in the briefing. Once done, these
numbers will be increasing to accurately reflect the value of our property.

( 4)

Total assets are currently $2,357,722 with Liabilities and Equities there
are no major impacts. The$ I 8k listed is from VISA transactions etc.,
costs related to doing business.

General Fund Income Statement.

(I)

RM presented a slide of Ql and Q2 of 2014 with Q2 only depicting the
first two months of the quarter. Of note, the VRCP reflects numbers for
the first two months and it is not a decrease in contribution. This will be
covered later in the briefing. Voluntary dues are on track to exceed our
budgeted forecast. Year to date $91,481.00.

(2)

Charitable expenditures are going well with no issues. Point to note is
the $62k allocated to the PPCLI Museum and Archives as agreed upon in
the last REC. It will be transferred in the coming quarters in increments
of$20k (Completed in June).

(3)

I00th Anniversary Supp01t this is $ l 50k allocated and paid-out in the
first quarter and gives a false impression of loss that will be corrected as
we move through the year and will balance-out.
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(4)

Management and administration, RHQ is well within its budget and there
are no issues or concerns.

(5)

RM: Museum Income Statement: Total revenue to date seems low as we
have yet to transfer the initial $20k to the Museum. Once transferred in
the coming days the total revenue will read as $25,692.00.

(6)

Under charitable expenditmes the majority of expenditures for
digitalization, fabrication and implementation are DHH funds. Added up
create a false negative as to date we have expended $220,359 ofDHH
funding. Considering the $220k from the $254k it leaves our
expenditures are in the area of $34-35k. To summarize all is going well
with the DHH money being much appreciated and put to good use.

(7)

Chairman noted the great improvements in the Museum courtesy of
grants and donors. It is a world-class museum as the MlP comes to an
end but, the momentum must be continued. This includes employing the
archivist and improving our holdings. The work done by RHQ staff has
drastically moved the yardsticks. WO Yardley with be retiring shortly
and Capt Peabody is in Calgary now and we' ll see Sgt Lowes posted in
shortly. At one point it is assumed that the Regiment will not be able to
man these positions and may have to hire civilians. We must be prepared
to address this issue as part of the long-term objectives of the Regiment.

(8)

CO 2 PPCLI wanted to publically thank RHQ staff and TMM for sp 2
PPCLI tours 2-4 Aug as they transit through Calgary to Edmonton.

(9)

RM: Presented the Public Funding (PF) expenditures slide. Chairman
noted the $80k allocated form Bde to sp Regimental business and the
costs over the past year.

(10)

CO 3 PPCLI: Inquired about the allocation of PF. Most of which has
been historically allocated to travel. CO 2 PPCLI noted that he does not
draw from this IO as he is better supplemented with funding due to his
location in Shilo. There is an expectation that the funds will be split
three ways at Year-End. Chairman agreed.

( 11)

CO 3 PPCLI explained that he raised the issue at the last REC to better
understand how PF are allocated. Explaining that for some trips (i.e.
Laval Liberty) costs are paid for by his budget where it could be assigned
to this IO. He just wants to clarify the policy so Regimental business
does not come from unit budgets when this TO is available.

(12)

Chairman agreed encouraged the units to send requests to him for access
to these funds to suppo11 Regimental events. 1 PPCLI is the manager of
the IO, other units need to send requests to RHQ/Chairman of the REC
for vetting and approval.

(13)

RM explained the $3k expense was to paint the Bren Gun Carrier to
bring it to display standard. It is legitimate training for the Mat Techs
and it is appropriate use of public funds.
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(14)

1001" Anniversary. AO Rep: Total cash currently at $491,176 with cashon-hand $31,289. Inventory fluctuates quite a bit as we approach the EC
with inventory sitting at $507,484 with total assets just over $1M. At
this time, we are exceeding expectations however, there is no precedent
or benchmark of where we could or should be but all is going well.

(15)

Chairman commented on the offset of 1001" Anniversary savings is
actually the funds raised through event registrations, and the money for
events like the Centennial Dinner comes from there.

( 16)

Sales are strong as noted in Q2 and are already on-par with Q 1 and still
going at $101,417. No major changes to operating expenses.

( I 7)

COR sought clarity for the dispersal of kit shop funds to I and 3 PPCLl
based on the $5k displayed. This is solely for PT kit sales. CO 3 PPCLI
noted it was an agreement to cut overhead in running two kit shops in
Edmonton for the respective bns.

( 18)

AO Rep noted on the specific I 0011i anniversary fund raisii1g events that
due to recent direction, a mechanism will have to be set up to initiate
refunds as some of the events have become free activities.

( 19)

Chairman noted expended funds on certain events and items.

(20)

COR asked if the Centennial Book has been paid for and based on the
AO brief. The book has been paid for.

(21)

CO2 PPCLI asked if the funds assigned to Drum Line maintenance is
not only a 1001" Anniversary expense but a continued budget line beyond
the 10011,. Chairman noted it wasn't maintenance cost but equipment
procurement for the Drum Line. RM will follow up on the proposed
Drum Line funding in the 2015 budget. The intent has been to maintain
a funding base in the annual budget to maintain Drum Line equipment
and resources.

Projects Update.
a.

Museum.
( 1)

General - All is going well and the MlP is almost complete with a few
minor legacy issues, focusing on cabinetry. The medals display area is in
progress. There has been a notable delay due to product availability.
Additionally, the temporary display cabinet in the gallery has been
completed.

(2)

CO2 PPCLJ asked it the Regina Pats Jersey is part of that display and if
not, could it be incorporated as part of the MBR? Yes.

(3)

COR mentioned deaccessioning excess weapons to thin the collection
based on significance to the Regiment; to alleviate storage issues; and to
set the conditions for future, relevant donations (RM, RAcljt).
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b.

Regimental Property.
(I)

Regimental Property is broken down into four categories: Museum and
Archives, Regimental Memorabilia, Capital equipment and Kit Shop
inventory. 'Regimental Property' is distinct from Unit Memorabilia.
Unit Memorabilia are those items specific to or gifted to a bn. Chairman
noted that TA W the Regimental Manual these items must to be managed.

(2)

The RWO is responsible for Regimental property, less Museum
holdings. Museum Holding are the responsibility of the Museum
Director, delegated to the RAdjt/Museum Officer. Battalion
Memorabilia is the responsibility of the respective bns.

(3)

Each bn is responsible to account for Regimental Property in Q4, and
report to the RWO, for inclusion into the following (spring) REC
meeting.

(4)

Chairman reiterated the importance of following the guidelines in the
Regimental Manual and how the Regiment has moved away from
accounting for its own property for various reasons. We need to get back
on top of it.

(5)

The accounting for items drives our insurance coverage through the NPP
Consolidated Insurance Plan (CIP) and therefore should be current and
accurate.

(6)

Appraisals: Museum collections/prope1ty are divided into five categories,
IAW the Museum Manual, one category will be appraised a1mually
during Ql. The results will be repo1ted to NPP and our insurance
adjusted accordingly. Updates will be presented at the fall REC.

(7)

The museum's appraisals are out of date and our holdings are
undervalued. The RM/Museum Director recommends that the 2015
budget should support financing the appraisal of 3 categories, and the
20 I6 budget should support the appraisal of two categories. Tn 2017 the
museum can begin a five year appraisal schedule, IAW the Museum
Manual (RM).

(8)

Museum insurance is done through the Canadian Forces Central Fund
(CFCF) under the CIP. Museum Artifacts on loan to the Regiment are
covered under the Museum's Insurance. Loans to agencies/museums
outside of the Regiment are insured by the borrower.

(9)

Within the units, bn memorabilia is managed under the CJP but under the
unit's holdings and repo1ted to Base NPP, not through RHQ or the
museum.

( I0)

CFCF pays the premiums through funds generated by Canex and various
base messes etc.

(11)

Chairman commented that this is good news to know that all items are
covered under insurance but the issue of appraisals still needs to be done
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to ensure accurate coverage is in place for all categories of Regimental
prope11y.
(12)

Chairman mentioned that the appraisal should be facilitated by RHQ as
they would have the contacts and can assist the units in accounting/
appraisal of their holdings (RM, RAdjt, Bn Reps).

( 13)

CO 2 PPCLI - 2 PPCLI colours in Beachwood are covered under the
CJP or other insurance? It needs to be looked at, as it' s assumed to be
covered under Beachwood's insurance.

(14)

Discussion as to how the reporting and appraising would take place and
who was to pay for it.

( 15)

The chairman suggested that accounting should start after the I 00 and
continue annually.

( 16)

CO of the French Grey Bn suggested RHQ contact the museum staff of a
museum that had been recently destroyed to learn from their mistakes
regarding insurance, etc., (RM. RAdjt).

(17)

COR brought up that most ofour NPP in the units is below $1000.00 and
we should be able to conduct the appraisals ourselves and keep costs at a
minimum while confirming replacement value.

th

c.

Vancouver island Military Museum (VIMM). Curator ofVJMM will showcase
the PPCLI and the Canadian Scottish Regiment for the 100th Anniversary of the
Great War. They have only requested for imagery. RHQ/the museum will
support (RAdjt).

cl.

Museum Manning. WO Yardley is posted to a different position in Calgary and
once Sgt Lowes arrives the museum will have three pers in the museum.
Chairman pointed out the administrative issues for these postings are still hung
up with GI staff at 3 CDSG. The establislunent change is the issue. Hiring of
civilian staff may be on the horizon.

e.

Hamilton Gault Memorial Park {HGMP). Vehicle restoration is progressing well.
The Bren Carrier and Iltis in working order. The M37 truck is in-progress.

f.

Regimental Voluntary Contribution Plan (VRCP). Numbers have been
increasing since January. ln May there was an increase of $335 over the
previous month. Currently, there are 1679 Patricias paying into the VRCP.

g.

Web Portal. RM is working with Robert Curtain in getting a "Photo Bucket"
ability incorporated in to the Regimental Web site to include Meta Data
(Completed and adve11isecl on 14 Jul).
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h.

Stars and Crowns.

(I)

Metal rank has been approved for DEU and will be provided through
Logistikunicorp. Bullion rank for mess kit version has already been
procured and is available in the kit shop. Date for rank change is 4 Aug
or on order.

(2)

Sn. PPCLI CWO noted that CA is working to achieve this date. The
intent is for the entire CA to transition on one day but this may not be
achievable based on the Army G4's assessment. Mess kit is already
authorized to have the traditional ranks.

1.

Honours and Awards. Slide presented and there are no outstanding awards to
vote on at this meeting.

j.

Nomenclature. RM presented a slide to denoting a number of examples of
nomenclature so as to establish and confirm the standard across the Regiment.
Examples included the approved C-in-C's post nominal and the official number
of casualties cited on the Roll of Honour: 1866.

k.

The Patrician 2014.
( 1)

IA W ref, the RM proposed options for a hard cover version for the 2014
edition based on a single source, there will be an increase of $10.00 per
book.

(2)

Chairman wanted to know if a decision was needed today and table the
issue for discussion.

(3)

R WO noted that it only takes about two weeks to produce the book,
regardless of the cover. Most of the work takes place during the editing
portion prior to print.

(4)

RM indicated that IA W established timelines; RHQ works to have the
content ready before to the Christmas leave.

(5)

Chairman acknowledged and asked if this is a decision for the fall REC
which will allow for gauging the overall interest in the increased cost of
the publication.

(6)

CO2 PPCLI was interested in the format of the 2014 edition. Was it to
be a normal edition with added on 100th mticles or IOOd' specific?

(7)

Chairman indicated it will be in the standard format, covering 100 and
other events, as appropriate.

(8)

COR suggested in amending the timeline to capture the Frezenberg
Commemoration in May 2015. Discussion followed and it was agreed
that the Patrician 2014 will only include events in 2014.

(9)

CO 3 PPCLI suggested that the hardcopies be reserved for institutions
and keep the publication as a softcover.

th
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(10)

6

Chairman deferred a decision until the fall REC to solidify content and
presentation (RM).

Guard Update.
a.

Chairman spoke about establishing clarity on long-term objectives for the
Regiment as we find ourselves in a period of financial advantage

b.

The COR agreed, acknowledging the manning issues in RHQ that may see the
Regiment hiring civilians to occupy positions held by serving soldiers. The
Regiment is in a strong financial position and it is important to maintain and
consider how to sustain it, either through the existing funds or long-term with
th
support from the Foundation. It needs to be looked at for post I 00 and be
discussed for future planning to determine the way ahead.

7

Association Update. The Association has four 100°' projects ongoing. They are well inhand.

8

Foundation Update.

9

a.

HHC was under 50% of its targeted goal of $200k. Oilers Alumni and Edmonton
Sun are keen to sp future events.

b.

Sn. PPCLI CWO identified the need to revamp the format to start at reducing
ticket pricing to make it more appealing for families.

c.

CO2 PPCLI was aware that Brandon may be a good venue for 2016 vice the
proposed 2015 as requested by the Foundation.

New Business.
a.

Battle Honours (BH).
(1)

Chairman noted with the awarding of the Afghanistan Theatre Honour
the Regiment needs to discuss if it can be emblazoned on our Regimental
Colour, how to display it and that the Guard will be asked for direction.
The process must be done properly therefore we will leave it for a future
REC meeting (RM).

(2)

CO2 PPCLI discussed the procurement of new colours based on issues
being faced by 2 PPCLI over obtaining the proper French Grey from
industry based on limited quantities.

(3)

Chairman wondered if all bns colours should be replace if the material is
that hard to find.

(4)

RM: It usually takes 3-5 years, post-conflict for other BH to be awarded.
From DHH: the overall design of a Regiment's colours is largely at the
Regiment'.s discretion. The addition of"Afghanistan" to our current
Regimental colours is our decision. The BH can be added to the colours
we currently hold. It is a simple modification.
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(5)

Regarding future BH and staging consistency/standardization between
the bns' Regimental colours: This is flexible and allows for asymmetry
until all the bn colours have been replaced, through their normal lifespan.

(6)

Sn. PPCLI CWO suggested this conversation happen sooner than later.

(7)

CO 3 PPCLI agreed but based on possible delays, suggested we have
Afghanistan Honour emblazoned on our Colours and then proceed with
any others after the fact.

(8)

Chairman deferred until next REC once Guard direction is issued. It was
understood that the REC point of view reflect that of a Regiment and not
specific to any bn.

b.

Centennial Drum. Slide presented on the donation by LCol (Ret'd) MacIntosh
and the history behind the rope tension drum and its link to the I 00th • RHQ was
seeking direction regarding to which Drum Line will take possession of the
drum. Motion: Sn. PPCLI CWO that it be used throughout the 100th and held by
I PPCLI Drum line. Motion Passed.

c.

Honourary Patricias.

d.

(1)

COR: We have 7 living Honourary Patricias. In some cases we have lost
contact with them over the years. COR has re-engaged with them and
subsequently asked the REC what they expect of a Honourary Patricia.
What is their role in the Regiment? They were all selected for a specific
reason. The criteria or the process for selecting someone is not reflected
in the Regimental Manual or anywhere else. The COR suggested that it
should be those who would assist us in achieving our goals and not just
be money related. He suggested a formalized process be developed
through the REC and Guard to provide clarity.

(2)

CO 3 PPCLI suggested awareness is essential. We seek those who want
to be a Patricia vice who we want. The COR agreed.

(3)

CO2 PPCLI suggested assessing a person's willingness and potential
influence that could support the Regiment's goals.

(4)

Sn PPCLI CWO proposed a ranking system to supp011 a nominal based
on identified criteria set out by the Regiment.

Reel Girls Media Inc. RM: A production team is seeking Regimental support for
a documentary film production. They need this suppo11 to get approved for a
grant from Telus. The 60 minute documentary will be aired in 2015, potentially
on the History channel and others. The Chairman expressed concern over
fratricide with the number of film projects on the go. Understanding the request
is only for endorsement. A discussion on editorial control was raised and the RM
noted that we will have input regarding technical advice, but at1istic licence, if
for the producer/director, as is normal for this type of project. Understanding the
Regiment's concern about protecting our reputation/brand, the producer has
worked extensively with the CAF in the past, with excellent and appropriate
results. Additionally, Melanie Graham is a partner in this project. She is a
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retired PAO who produced 'A Soldier's Story' with the endorsement of the CDS.
It was assessed that to lend sp would have minimal risk. RM described the
documentary as the evolution of Patricia soldier as the focus of the project. The
REC asked for additional details to assist in shaping its decision. CO 3 PPCLI
Motion: To support the grant proposal application with a view to fm1her
defining the level of sp required based on a more detailed brief on the project.
Passed.
e.

f.

IO

LER Proposals.
(])

LER Collar Badge, Adjt LER. Aug 2014 is the 60th Anniversary of the
Affiliation with the LER. The LER are keen to reconnect as
demonstrated by their association financially supporting Patricia Park
and HHC. CO LER is seeking approval for all Patricias serving with the
LER to wear the LER badge over their name tag to reflect the
relationship between the regiments.

(2)

Sn PPCLI CWO noted it was an army dress issue and the board does not
sit until fall.

(3)

Discussion ensued over the potential collateral damage concerning dress
issues and ifit was in the interest of the Regiment to sp this at this time.

(4)

Chairman noted the desire to keep the PPCLI shoulder titles up once the
100th commemoration are completed and was concerned over the
potential sensitivity of the issue. He asked the Sn PPCLI CWO to gauge
the atmosphere on the LER badge issue. REC agreed to assess the risk
and ask the LER to hold off on their request to the army at this time (Sn.
PPCLICWO).

(5)

Cock-o'-the-Walk Competition. The LER asked to host Cock-o'-theWalk followed by a function at Jefferson Armoury in Oct 2014.

(6)

All members agreed in principle however, a mutually agreed time has to
be found. November is perhaps more achievable.

(7)

Museum Artifacts. LER fa willing to display PPCLI artifacts in its
museum during the PPCLI Centennial. Chairman asked LER to link-in
with RHQ for artifact support to LER Museum (RAdjt).

Next REC Meeting. 25 Sept COA 1 and 14-15 Oct COA 2. The date will sorted
out secretarially between all members as there is a need for a fall REC to sort out
budgets etc. (REC).

Closing Remarks.
a.

Chairman thanked everyone for their support during his tenure as Chairman of
the REC. He will be handing over the positing to LCol Stalker when the CoC
takes place in August and feels the REC is in good shape as we move toward the
th
100 commemorations.
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b.

COR thanked LCol Grimshaw for his onerous efforts. He reiterated the
extraordinary work LCol Grimshaw has done for the Regiment especially with
regards to I00th planning, ensuring financially, the Regiment is heading the right
direction.

Prepared by:

~~
S.G.J. Lerch
Maj
Regimental Secretary

A
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LCol
Chairman of the REC
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